“OB is for Everyone!”

Langton *Fundamentals of Organizational Behaviour* 5ce strives to be the most student-engaging book on the market. It makes Organizational Behaviour relevant to students, no matter what their background, work experience (or lack of) or their career goals. As a pared-down version of the highly successful Langton franchise, this text is appropriate for those who need a briefer, more accessible text.

Features of the Fifth edition:

- Updated Boxed Features:
  - OB in Action
  - OB in the Street
  - OB in the Workplace
  - Focus on Research
  - Focus on Ethics
  - Focus on Diversity

- End of Chapter Pedagogy ("OB at Work sections")
  - For Review section
  - For Critical Thinking section
  - OB For You section
  - Point/Counterpoint “box”
  - Learning About Yourself Exercise(s)
  - Breakout Group Exercises
  - Working with Others Exercise
  - Ethical Dilemma Exercise
  - Case Incidents
  - From Concepts to Skills sections

Table of Contents

**PART 1 Understanding the Workplace**
- Chapter 1 What Is Organizational Behaviour?
- Chapter 2 Perception, Personality, and Emotions
- Chapter 3 Values, Attitudes, and Their Effects in the Workplace

**PART 2 Striving for Performance**
- Chapter 4 Motivating Self and Others
- Chapter 5 Working in Teams
- OB on the Edge: Stress

**PART 3 Interacting Effectively**
- Chapter 6 Communication, Conflict, and Negotiation
- Chapter 7 Power and Politics
- OB on the Edge: The Toxic Workplace

**PART 4 Sharing the Organizational Vision**
- Chapter 8 Leadership
- Chapter 9 Decision Making, Creativity, and Ethics
- Chapter 10 Organizational Culture and Change
MyManagementLab

MyManagementLab is an interactive online solution that provides a rich and flexible set of course materials for your Organizational Behaviour courses. MyManagementLab offers many ways to cover textbook material by combining multimedia tutorials, animations, tests, quizzes, and an interactive eText to make learning enjoyable.

MyManagementLab includes:

• Self Assessment Library
• Multiple Pathways to Learning - allows students to assess their own learning style and guides them to the most relevant pedagogical tools in the book and in MyManagementLab
• HR Implications
• Glossary flashcards
• Videos
• Student PowerPoint’s

Study on the Go

Featured at the end of each chapter, you will find a unique barcode providing access to Study on the Go, an unprecedented mobile integration between text and online content.

Students link to Pearson’s unique Study on the Go content directly from their smartphones.

Pearson’s Study on the Go content includes Glossary Flashcards, Audio Summaries, and Quizzes, allowing them to study whenever and wherever they wish!
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